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MATERIAL AND METHODS

Lead (Pb) is a highly toxic metal and is
known to cause adverse effects on human
health and the ecosystem. In the last decades,
the number of studies focused on
understanding the ecological effects, and their
consequences for soil health has been
increasing. These studies point out that longterm exposure to heavy metals poses a threat to
biodiversity.
The Brazilian legislation that defines the
limit concentrations of Pb for soil quality
(CONAMA 420) is based on values idealized for
temperate soil ecosystems and, does not
represent particular characteristics of tropical
regions. The evaluation of toxicity based on
bioassays with tropical bioindicators and
Brazilian soils is imperative and urgent, in
order to assess the feasibility of this legislation
in preserving soil biodiversity.
The soil properties play an important role in
the behavior of metals in the soil. Such
processes determine the potentially
bioavailable concentrations in the soil, the
leaching potential, and the geochemical
mobility of contamination. The understanding
of these processes added to the application of
ecotoxicological tests is crucial to assessing the
applicability of the current Brazilian legislation,
and for the generation of sustainability
indicators.
The present work proposes an evaluation of
the influence of the properties of different
classes of specific toxicity of Pb for
earthworms. Therefore, the soils were spiked
with Pb, and the bioassays carried out with E.
andrei in three types of natural soil (Ferralsol,
Chernosol, and Gleysol) and artificial soil.
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Fig. 2: Acute bioassay with Eisenia andrei
Table 1: Soil parameters.

Parameter

Ferralsol

Chernosol

Gleysol

Sand

36

41

26

Silt

6

35

68

Clay

58

24

6

em H2O

4,2

6,2

6,9

EC(µS/cm)

100

165

735

OM(%)

0,22

0,34

4,88

Fe (%)

11,3

7,9

3,47

Al (%)

26,4

18,9

10,1

Texture
(%)
pH

MAIN RESULTS
Pb was toxic to earthworms in acute
exposure, and presented the following order of
toxicity by type of soil: Ferralsol (LC50= 496
mg/kg)> Artificial Soil (LC50= 3327 mg/kg) >
Chernosol (LC50= 4002 mg/kg) > Gleysol
(LC50= 4438 mg/kg) . The soil properties
played a crucial role in toxicity, with emphasis
on pH, clay mineralogy, salinity, and organic
matter content. In this context, it is worth
mentioning that the addition of Pb nitrate to
the soil resulted in pH reduction and
contributed to the increase of Pb
bioavailability. On the other hand, the
abundance of expansive clay minerals and
organic matter, with high CTC and high
potential of Pb geochemical sequestration, was
able to mitigate the toxicity of Pb and nitrate
salts.
It is worth noting that Ferralsol had the
highest level of acute toxicity among the
studied soils. It is a class of typically tropical
soil and the most widely distributed in Brazil.
The LC50 found in Ferralsol reaches up to six
(6), eight (8) and nine (9) times lower than
those found in Artificial Soil, Chernosol, and
Gleysol, respectively. Toxicity levels were very
higher in highly lixiviated soils than in
temperate or hydromorphic soils. This fact
deserves to be highlighted in the sense that the
current Brazilian legislation for soil quality
(CONAMA 420/2009), based on guiding values
for temperate climate ecosystems, may need to
be adapted to the specificities of the tropical
region.
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Fig. 4: Survival and variations in Eisenia andrei biomass exposed to artificial soil and
Chernosol spiked with lead (Pb). + = survival significantly different from the control (p
<0.05); * = biomass significantly from the control (p <0.05).

Fig. 1: Natural soils used in this work: a. Ferralsol; b. Chernosol; c. Gleysol.
Fig 3: Survival and variations in Eisenia andrei biomass exposed to Ferralsol and
Gleysol spiked with lead (Pb).

